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ABSTRACT: 

In many contexts such as Sql retrievals, location-based 

services, and computational geometry, range query was 

used as a simple query method. Whereas, with 

exponential data volume rising, users are increasingly 

inclined to save local storage and computing costs by 

storing data on the cloud. Nonetheless, a long-standing 

issue is that the user's data can be fully disclosed to the 

cloud server, as it has complete access to data. A widely 

used approach to deal with this issue is to encrypt raw 

data before exporting them, but there will be a 

significant reduction in the quality and operability of the 

data. In this paper, we propose an Efficient way of 

Protecting Private data using Geometric Range Query 

(PDGRQ) scheme to help the search and access control 

of encrypted spatial data. To achieve secure, efficient 

and accurate geometric range query over cloud data, we 

employ secure KNN computation, polynomial fitting 

technique and order-preserving encryption. We then 

propose a new spatial data access control strategy to 

refine the rights of users in our PDGRQ. R-tree is 

adopted to reduce the search space and matching times 

during the whole search process to improve the 

efficiency. Ultimately, we prove theoretically that our 

proposed scheme is safe in terms of spatial data 

confidentiality, index and trapdoor privacy protection, 

and trapdoor unlinkability. Additionally, extensive 

experiments show the high efficiency of our proposed 

model in comparison with existing schemes. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Geometric range query[1]–[3] over spatial data has been 

used in many contexts, such as location-based 

services[4, 5], sensor network query[6], computer 

geometry query[7]–[9], which can define the range query 

order as a geometric entity, such as a rectangle, triangle, 

circle, and return spatial data to the search consumer. For 

example, by executing a circular range query order, 

Google's navigation system can connect with smart 

terminals to find markets, train stations and even your 

friends near you. Biologists can use the location-based 

services to detect the spread of an infectious disease, 

which plays an important auxiliary role in infectious 

disease prevention. Architects should count the number 

of homes, roads and rivers influenced by the 

establishment of a new building where the architectural 

object can be called a rectangle or a circle. In the era of 

big data, data generated by mobile devices, social 

networks and Web browsing have been growing 

explosively; it is not appropriate and advisable for 

companies and organizations to maintain the large 

amounts of data stored locally. A convenient way is 

outsourcing user’s data to the public cloud providers 
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(like Google Cloud1, Amazon EC2) due to its 

formidable computing and storage capabilities. 

However, although the powerful ability of the cloud 

server can significantly reduce user’s cost and 

overwhelmingly increase the searching speed over raw 

data, the widespread concern about security risk has 

become increasingly prominent, i.e., user’s data may be 

completely revealed to the cloud server because it has 

full data access right [10, 11]. In this context, the cloud 

server can easily gain the user’s sensitive data such as 

location information, residential address and historical 

footprints. Therefore, in order to prevent privacy 

leakage, it is necessary to design a privacy-preserving 

method which can keep confidentiality of user’s data 

especially sensitive information stored in public cloud. 

In recent years, searchable encryption [12, 13], was 

developed to support searching on encrypted cloud data, 

while protecting data and query privacy during the whole 

search process, where the cloud server is considered to 

be not fully trustworthy. Unfortunately, most existing 

searchable encryption methods are designed for regular 

SQL query, such as equivalent query, keyword query 

[16], [24], and Boolean query [25]. Although some 

searchable encryption [10], [25] are designed to support 

order comparisons by extending Order-Preserving 

Encryption [15] (OPE) for axis-parallel rectangular 

range query on spatial data. However, due to the 

complexity of their encryption methods and inherent 

unresolved security vulnerabilities [26], it is impractical 

to apply them to large-scaled data scenarios. Besides the 

security and privacy protection during the range query, 

the cloud data may also contain sensitive information 

which only allows those authorized users to search and 

access. For instance, when biologists exploit the range 

query services to detect the spread of infectious disease, 

only authorized information of patients could be covered 

in range query request, while other sensitive data 

unauthorized should be kept privately. Some existing 

methods have been proposed to achieve privacy 

protection over encrypted cloud data by employing 

different encryption algorithms, but these methods are 

always basically complicated and hard to directly utilize 

into the geometric range query. Thus, it is challenge to 

design a lightweight privacy protection approach that is 

highly compatible with geometric range query over 

encrypted cloud spatial data. In this paper, we propose 

an Efficient way of protecting private data using 

Geometric Range Query scheme (PDGRQ) supporting 

searching and access control over encrypted spatial data. 

In PDGRQ, we employ secure kNN computation and 

order-preserving encryption to protect the security and 

privacy during the range query. In order to improve the 

efficiency, we also utilize R-tree to reduce the searching 

space and matching times in our scheme. In general, our 

contributions can be summarized in three aspects as 

follows: 1) We propose a secure, efficient and accurate 

range query scheme (PDGRQ) over cloud data, where 

trapdoors are exploited, which can significantly reduce 

the local storage overhead in the process of index and 

trapdoor generation. 2) We propose a novel data 

protection strategy to refine user’s rights in our PDGRQ. 

Also R-tree is utilized to reduce the searching space and 

matching times in our scheme. 3) We theoretically prove 

the security of our proposed scheme in terms of 

confidentiality of spatial data, privacy protection, and the 

unlinkability of trapdoors. Compared with the previous 

versions, we have adopted a novel strategy of spatial 

data access control to realize the permission assignment 

in our proposed geometric range query scheme in a more 

efficient way. By doing so, a data owner can create 

searching policies to decide who can access a particular 

spatial data. Specifically, access policies of each spatial 
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data will be constructed in the form of a ciphertext, and 

the universal set of access policies will be defined as a 

super increasing sequence. In this way, data privacy 

protection can be achieved by checking whether a role is 

the root of corresponding search, and both the range 

query and corresponding data privacy protection can be 

fulfilled under one query order. Besides, we modified 

our scheme to support dynamic updating process (i.e., 

data addition and deletion). Because R-tree is utilized to 

build the encrypted index, if data owner needs to add or 

delete a data in the cloud server, he just needs to query 

on the encrypted R-tree and find the target deepest non-

leaf node or leaf node. Accordingly, the searching space 

and matching times of addition and deletion process will 

be significantly reduced. Therefore, our PDGRQ can 

achieve updating process over encrypted cloud data 

efficiently. In addition, a more comprehensive and 

detailed security analysis and performance evaluation of 

proposed model is presented. More concretely, we note 

that our PDGRQ leaks equality and “closeness” of 

queried messages(i.e., Size Pattern, Access Pattern and 

Search Pattern )in order to provide efficient range query. 

Thus, an optimal security notion for PDGRQ would be a 

natural relaxation of the standard IND-CPA security 

definition prohibiting queries that trivially exploit this 

leakage of closeness and equality. We call this optimal 

security as indistinguishability under same-

closenesspattern chosen-plaintext attacks (IND-CLS-

CPA), where the opponent’s attack ability will be limited 

to certain conditions. Then, we present a more 

comprehensive analysis of functionality, storage and 

computational overhead compared with existing 

protocols. Furthermore, we also revise the conference 

version to enhance the presentation and readability. In 

the related part of the work we add more literatures and 

give a clearer function-based classification of the 

existing schemes. Some basic theoretical knowledge 

such as secure kNN computing and Order-Preserving 

Encryption (OPE), are introduced to make our querying 

process and security analysis more readable. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Industries and individuals outsource database to realize 

convenient and low-cost applications and services. In 

order to provide sufficient functionality for SQL queries, 

many secure database schemes have been proposed. 

Wang et al [17] and Zhu et al [8] propose a circular 

range query scheme over encrypted data, which supports 

privacy-preserving searching over encrypted spatial data 

fallen into a given circular range. Xue et al [4] also 

propose a numeric-related SQL range query scheme 

which can provide privacy preservation to various 

numeric-related range queries. However, all of these 

works can only be applied to a specific geometric range, 

but not other geometric areas. To this end, Wang et al 

[18] present a geometric range query model actualizing 

range query for any geometric drawing over encrypted 

cloud data, where Bloom filter is adopted to create 

trapdoor and index for searching need. However, with 

the data or searching scope increase, a huge Bloom filter 

should be generated to cover all possible points in a 

specific querying range. In order to improve efficiency, 

another geometric range query method is designed by 

Wang [7]. However, the efficiency of this scheme is still 

directly related to the range of data values. In other 

words, if the domains of data are very large, it also needs 

to enumerate all the values that may be searched in 

whole query process. Li et al [5] presents index 

indistinguishability achieved through query processing 

under IND-CKS model, where two different algorithms 

are used to improve query processing efficiency to 

organize the elements of the binary tree, which satisfies 

structure and node indistinguishability. With the 
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intensive outsourcing of data to public cloud, demands in 

secure nearest neighbor search solutions also increases. 

Thus Wang et al [9] presents a new encryption scheme, 

which uses tree structures such as R-trees to enhance 

nearest neighbor search algorithms, which adapts to 

lightweight cryptographic primitives like OPE without 

affecting the original search complexity. Also Wong et 

al [20] introduces a well formulated model which 

captures the behavior of attackers on encrypted 

databases with the help of a asymmetric encryption 

function that calculates a scalar product used to put 

attackers at bay and delivers secure & accurate kNN 

query computations. Recently the usage of location-

based services on smartphone with GPS is in an uproar. 

Jednka et al [23] introduces protocols for secure 

computation of distance and proximity testing over a 

sphere which allows two nodes to determine their 

location within some arbitrary distance without either 

sharing a common map or revealing any private 

information. Song et al [12] presented an encryption 

technique  (stream cipher and block cipher) wherein the 

untrusted party can never learn the plaintext when only 

provided with the ciphertext and user’s authorization is 

needed, even to search arbitrary words. However the 

efficiency of this technique was limited to fewer 

algorithms only and even fewer for mobile applications. 

Li et al [13] developed a more practical encryption 

technique using both searchable symmetric and 

asymmetric encryptions to achieve dynamic updating 

operations in the mobile cloud applications. The 

capability to share selected documents with a selected 

group of users demands different keys to encrypt each 

document. This will lead to an impractical approach of 

storing and distributing a large number of keys for 

encryption, search and trapdoors. Cui et al [10] address 

this impractical approach and presents a concept of key 

aggregation technique wherein data owner distribute a 

single key to user for sharing large number of data and 

user needs to submit a trapdoor to query about that data. 

Hmlinen et al [3] presents AES hardware core 

constitutes of 128-bit keys. Compared with previous 8-

bit implementation a higher throughput and lower energy 

consumption was achieved. In cloud computing 

scenarios, data outsourcing is achieved through order 

preserving encryption (OPE) where the order of 

ciphertext matches the order of the plaintext while user 

can run queries on the encrypted data. Kerschbaum et al 

[15] presented a scheme where to hide the frequency of 

plaintext, the ciphertext were randomized which results 

in more secure data. Popa et al [21] has constructed 

mutable ciphertexts that changes its value over time for a 

small number of plaintext. Furthermore, increased 

number of queries will inevitably leak more information 

to the cloud server. In this paper, we propose a two-tier 

architecture for secure database, with a series of 

intersection protocols that provide privacy preservation 

to various numeric-related range queries. Security 

analysis shows that privacy of numerical information is 

strongly protected against cloud providers in our 

proposed scheme. 

3. RELATED WORK 

Wang et al [17] and Zhu et al [8] proposed a circular 

range query scheme over encrypted data, respectively, 

which supports privacy-preserving searching over 

encrypted spatial data fallen into a given circular range. 

Xue et al [4] proposed a numeric-related SQL range 

queries scheme which can provide privacy preservation 

to various numeric-related range queries .Similarly, these 

protocols are only suitable for circular range queries but 

not for other geometric range queries. Also, such 

schemes are vulnerable to privacy leakage to cloud 

server. The main reason is that database is hosted and 
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processed in cloud server, which is beyond the control of 

data owners. For the numerical range query (“>,” “<;,” 

and so on), those schemes cannot provide sufficient 

privacy protection against practical challenges, e.g., 

privacy leakage of statistical properties, access pattern. 

Wang et al [18] presented a geometric range query 

model actualizing range query for any geometric 

drawing over encrypted cloud data. However, with the 

user’s data or searching scope increase, unrealistic local 

computational and storage overhead will be generated. 

Then, in order to improve efficiency of [18], another 

geometric range query method is designed by Wang [7] 

for reforming the search speed. Unfortunately, the 

efficiency of this scheme is still directly related to the 

range of data values. In summary, there still lacks an 

efficient approach of geometric range query, which can 

query over encrypted spatial data for any geometric 

range request (i.e., arbitrary closed curves) efficiently. 

Verifiable outsourced computation, such as [22] 

exploiting secure multi-party computation, can be also 

applied to range query, where two parties (e.g., Alice 

and Bob) can privately find data point fallen into target 

geometric range through multiple interactions. Take [23] 

for example, it can verify whether a user is inside a circle 

of another user based their private locations. However, 

huge communication cost may be generated due to 

secure multi-party computation adopted in these works, 

and also lead to the practical value of these schemes that 

are not expected. 

Disadvantages: Existing system presented a geometric 

range query model actualizing range query for any 

geometric drawing over encrypted cloud data. However, 

with the user’s data or searching scope increase, unrealistic 

local computational and storage overhead will be 

generated. The system developed lacks an efficient 

approach of geometric range query, which can query over 

encrypted spatial data for any geometric range request (i.e., 

arbitrary closed curves) efficiently. 

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The system proposes an Efficient way of protecting 

private data using Geometric Range Query scheme 

(PDGRQ) supporting searching and privacy protection 

over encrypted spatial data. In PDGRQ, we employ  

4.1 Secure kNN Computation: A secure kNN 

computation usually consists of key initialization, index 

generation, trapdoor generation and query. 

4.1.1 Key Initialization: The data owner initializes 

the secret key (K1) randomly. 

4.1.2 Key Generation: The spatial data is encrypted 

using the key generated by the data owner using 

symmetric encryption (AES) before beimg outsourcing 

to the cloud. This key is shared between data owner and 

user who want access to a group of shared documents 

without disclosing their private information. 

4.1.3 Trapdoor Generation: Trapdoor is a sequence 

of instructions in the host which is activated by the users 

only. It is a secret entry point known only to the data 

owner and the user. A trapdoor is also known as a 

backdoor. Whenever a query is made by the user on the 

cloud server for a group of documents, this trapdoor 

becomes the entry point without revealing private data to 

unknown servers or users. 

4.1.4 Query: When the cloud server receives the 

encrypted data and trapdoor, the ciphertext will be 

returned to the search user. 

4.2  Order-preserving encryption: It is a 

deterministic encryption scheme whose encryption 

function preserves the numerical order of the plaintexts 

[20, 21]. It means that it can keep the data order 

unchanged (i.e., if m1 >m2 then [m1] > [m2]) where [.] is 

user to denote the ciphertexts of the order preserving 

encryptions. 
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Symmetric OPE scheme include: 

a) Key Generation:   Input a confidential 

parameter, output the secret key (K2). 

b) Encryption: Input plaintext x and secret key K2, 

output ciphertext [x].  

c) Decryption: Input ciphertext [x] and secret key 

k2, output plaintext x.  

4.3 R-tree: The core function of R-tree is to 

determine spatial data objects according to the given 

distance relationships among the nodes in space. R-trees 

are used for indexing multi-dimensional information 

such as geographical coordinates, triangle or polygon.  

According to Fig. 1, each leaf node indicates a spatial 

data ach non leaf node denotes a range formed by 

triangles, where mi , Dj and [Dj] represents the data 

record, range of triangle and encrypted Dj and index of 

mi (i= 1, 2, …, 7). 

The traversal process of R-tree is as follows: 

1)  Traverse the entire tree starting from the root to the 

deepest non leaf nodes intersected with given 

searching triangle. If existed, move on to next step. 

Otherwise return null. 

2) For each non leaf node compromised above, check if 

it is satisfying the following criteria: 

Suppose the domain S is defined with [a, b], check 

whether a point (s1, t1) is in a given range or not. 

Check whether s1and t1 are in domain definition 

[a,b]. If they are, go on to next step. Otherwise stop. 

If (s1, t1) satisfies the above criteria, return these points 

to the search user. Otherwise return null. 

The system proposes a secure, efficient and accurate 

range query scheme (PDGRQ) over cloud data, where 

trapdoors are exploited, which can significantly reduce 

the local storage overhead in the process of index and 

trapdoor generation. The system proposes a novel data 

protection strategy to refine user’s rights in our PDGRQ. 

Besides, R-tree is also utilized to reduce the searching 

space and matching times in our scheme. The system 

theoretically proves the security of our proposed scheme 

in terms of confidentiality of spatial data, privacy 

protection of index and trapdoor, and the unlinkability of 

trapdoors.  

Advantages: The proposed system effectively developed 

to prevent privacy leakage, it is necessary to design a 

privacy-preserving method which can keep 

confidentiality of user’s data especially sensitive 

information stored in public cloud. The system is more 

secured due to access policies of each spatial data will be 

constructed as a polynomial in the form of a cipher text, 

and the universal set of access policies will be defined as 

a super increasing sequence. 

 
Data M= {m1, m2, m3, m4, m5, m6, m7, m8} 
 

 

 

 

Fig 1: The process of building encrypted R-tree 

BuildTree Enc (K, T) 
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5. ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM 

 

 

Fig. 2: Architectural Design of the Proposed System 

6. MODULES 

6.1 Data Owner 

In this module, the data provider uploads their encrypted 

data in the Cloud server. To provide users with security, 

the data owner encrypts the data file and then stores it in 

the server. The Data owner will be able to  manipulate 

the encrypted data file and performs the following 

operations Upload, View Uploaded Files, Verify File, 

and Delete File. 

6.2 Cloud Server 

The Cloud server manages to provide data storage 

service for the Data Owners. Data owners encrypt their 

data files and store them in the Server for sharing with 

data consumers. To access the shared data files, data 

consumers download encrypted data files of their interest 

from the Server and then Server will decrypt them. The 

server will generate the aggregate key (trapdoor) if the 

end user requests for file authorization to access and 

performs the following operations like Authorize User, 

Authorize Owner, View Owner Files, View Attackers, 

View Transactions, View File Rank Chart, View Time 

Delay Results, and View Throughput Results. 

6.3 END User  

In this module, the user can only access the data file with 

the secret key (trapdoor). The user can search the file for 

a specified keyword. The data which matches for a 

particular keyword will be indexed in the cloud server 

and then received by the end user. Also the end user can 

perform following operations like Search File, 

Download File. 

7. Query 

Suppose Mi and Q* represents encrypted index and 

trapdoor respectively. After receiving the query (Mi , 

Q*), the encrypted triangle ( [ t u ], [ t v ] ) will be used to 

traverse the whole R-tree to find the non leaf node that 

intersected with it. For each point (si , ti) stored in the 

non leaf  and is intersect with encrypted triangle ( [ t ul ], 

[ t vl ] ) following steps are executed by the cloud server. 

 

  Algorithm 1 Intersect  

Input: for any two encrypted triangles, Dj = ([Dvl
j ], 

[Dul
j ]), (j = 1; 2; · · · l), Z = ([ t ul ], [ t vl ]), where [Dv

j 

] = ([d vl 
j1]; [d vl 

j2]), [D
ul

j ] = ([d ul 
j1 ],[d ul 

j2 ]). [Zvl] =   

( [ t v1
1 ]; [t vl

2 ]), [Z ul] = ([tuul
1 ]; [tul

2 ]), where l 

indicates the number of non leaf nodes included in the 

encrypted R-tree. 

Output: If Dj ∩ Z = Ø, returns true otherwise, false. 

1: flag=true; 

2:  for each non leaf nodes do 

3:  if ([dul
j1 ] < [tvl

1 ]) or ([tul
1 ] < [dvl

j1]) or 

       ([dul
j2 ] < [tvl

2 ])or ([tul
2 ] < [dvl

j2]) then 

4:       flag=false; 

5:  else 

6:        if Dj is the deepest non leaf node then 

7:   break. 

8:         else 

9:   continue. 

10:         end if 

11:  end if 

12: end for 

13: return flag 
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Whenever needed the data owner can add, delete or 

modify the data the have stored. To add data before 

outsourcing, the original data mi will be encrypted using 

AES. To check efficiency overr encryptef R-tree, mi will 

be encrypted as [mi] using secure kNN and OPE.once 

the deepest non leaf node is found this value will be 

added to that node. Also the corresponding ciphertext 

will be added to the node. A similar fashion is used if the 

data owner wants to delete the data. 

 

  Algorithm 2 R-tree 

Input: Given an encrypted data point [mi], and an 

encrypted triangle Dj = ([Dvl
j ], [Dul

j ]), where  

[Dvl
j ] =([dvl

j1], [dvl
j2]), [D

ul
j ] = ([dul

j1 ], [dul
j2 ]).  

[mi] = ([si]; [ti]), (i = 1; 2; · · ·K; j = 1; 2; · · · l), where  

K denotes the number of user’s data in the cloud  

and l indicates the number of non leaf nodes included 

in the encrypted R-tree. 

Output: If [mi] ϵ Dj, adding or deleting [mi] in 

encrypted 

R-tree. 

1: for each non leaf nodes do 

2:      if ([dvl
j1] < [si] < [dul

j1 ]) and ([dvl
j2] < [ti] < [dul

j2 ]) 

         then 

3:      if Dj is the deepest non leaf node, adding or 

deleting encrypted index of mi in corresponding leaf 

nodes. Besides, ciphertexts associated with mi also will 

be added or deleted. 

4: else 

5:      continue. 

6:  end if 

7: end for 

 

8. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we are proposing a Efficient way of 

protecting private data using Geometric Range Query 

(PDGRQ) scheme supporting the search and access 

control of encrypted space data. With one round of 

communication, our PDGRQ can achieve both arbitrary 

geometric range query and data protection compared to 

existing models. Since a constant of coefficients, noises 

and roles are necessary to achieve both protection and 

precision; our PDGRQ also provides clear advantages in 

terms of overhead storage compared to the latest 

research results. Besides, benefiting from R-tree adopted 

to reduce the search space and matching times in the 

entire querying process, the efficiency of computing 

overhead in our PDGRQ is also not a bad idea. However, 

we use a new spatial data protection technique to 

optimize the right of the user, where each search user 

can only access the data of the user allowed to himself. 

Security review also shows the high level of security of 

our proposed scheme in terms of spatial data 

confidentiality, index and trapdoor safety, and trapdoor 

unlinkability. As for the future direction of study, 

forward and backward privacy in the data updating phase 

will be considered in our extended model, and further 

improvement of querying accuracy is also another 

subject of our future concerns. 
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